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CSE 403 – Spring 2007 Assignment 5 – Beta Release 
 
Due date:  Thursday May 10th, before 10pm, turnin –c cse403 –p beta      
     
Demo date:  Friday May 11th, in class or by appointment  
 
Overview  
 
CS Rocks Inc. is excited to see the progress you’re making on their product.  This 
assignment is a milestone delivery to the company, in exchange for which they’ll give you a 
milestone payment (points towards your GPA, in fact!).   While they don’t expect a feature full 
product, they do want to see that all the major pieces of the product are in place and 
integrated at a very basic level.  They’d like to see that a simple user command invoked from 
the front end will return data from the back end.  They also would like to see that your team is 
using good software engineering practices for your work, assuring them that the project will 
be completed on time, with good quality, and in a good position to evolve with their needs. 
 
Deliverables 
 
1. A beta release of your software. A “beta” release should show very basic functionality 

in place, integrated, and working, for the major components of the system.   It should 
be possible to perform an operation that starts at the client, reaches through to the 
server, and back to the client.   This is referred to as a “tracer bullet” in the Pragmatic 
Programmer (chapter 2).    

 
A "release" includes several elements packaged in two distributions. 

 
a. Binary distribution.  The elements needed for someone to install your product on a 

server and run it remotely.  For your web application, this may be a server 
package (zip file) and a url to invoke.  (You do not need to package the database 
as part of the server for this assignment.)  The release should include clearly 
identified Release Notes in the zip file that describe (1) how to install and run the 
software, (2) what commands are working, and (3) a list of any known issues.  

 
b. Source distribution.  The elements needed by someone who is going to pick up 

the project at this stage and do further development.  A separate zip file for each 
host target is often a clean way to organize this.  (You do not need to describe the 
database installation for this assignment.) The source distribution should include 
clearly identified Release Notes in the zip file that describe how to build the 
product from the original sources. In grading, we will be looking for the ease at 
which a correct build can be made.  The release notes should state any 
assumptions, such as a Visual Studio or Ruby on Rails installation. 

 
 

2. Updated System Requirements Specification (SRS) and System Design Specification 
and Plan (SDS) documents, with change tracking on.  Focus on the content changes, 
not the polish, for this deliverable. 
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3. A description of how you’ve applied one design pattern or principle (other than the 
iterator pattern) that we’ve discussed in class, in your software design.   Identify the 
pattern/principle and the code to which it applies.  In grading, we will be looking for a 
meaningful (vs trivial) application. 

 
4. A description of the implementation practices in your team, based on  three elements 

of the Joel Test not covered in earlier deliverables.  The list below shows the Joel 
Test question, a more general question for you to address in your description, and 
suggested artifacts that would clearly indicate how you have addressed the issue.  
Equivalent artifacts are acceptable, as long as they address the question.  Note, do 
not just provide the artifact; briefly answer the question with the artifact supporting 
your answer. 

 
a. Do you use source control?  
Question: What are you doing for source control management? 
Artifact: A pointer to your source control repository along with a command to 

run to look at the revision history of several of the major files.  OR the 
output of such an action, showing revision levels and reasons for 
several major files.   

 
c. Do you make daily builds?  
Question: What are you doing to monitor the daily health of the system? 
Artifact: Description of your process for a clean daily build.  Any meaningful 

output your process generates.  This may be the report used to notify 
the team of the results. 

 
c. Do you have a bug database?  
Question: How are you managing the defects in your project? 
Artifact: A set of directions describing briefly how to find your bug-tracking 

system, and examine the list of current bugs.  In grading, we will follow 
these directions and examine whether the bug tracking system exists 
and is usable.  Your bug tracking system does not need to contain a 
comprehensive list of bugs or missing features.  But for full credit, it 
should have at least one bug filed for each active developer or relevant 
team member.  These bugs may be requests for features that are 
incomplete.   

 
Turnin 
 
One of your team members should turn in all the deliverable material together so that there is 
one coordinated input for the team.   Use the “turnin” script, “attu% turnin –c cse403 –p 
beta <beta files>.  Put the team name in the filename of all components submitted, i.e., 
cool_server.tar, cool_client.tar, cool_SDS.doc. 


